
Instructions for 'Red Braided Cork Bangle ' Kit
Project KB-GP-034D   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Karlin Jones

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

1 - gold bezel setting 1 - red braided cork

2 - gold end caps 1 - crystal vitrail rivoli

2 - gold jump rings 1 - tube of glue

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-braided-cork-bangle.html

You will need a scrap of wire for this project.

You will get 7” of faux leather braided cork for your bracelet. Including the center focal, your bracelet will measure
approximately 8” long.

Place a dab of E6000 glue into your bezel setting. Into the glue place your Swarovski crystal rivoli. Press into place and let dry for at
least 20 minutes.

1. 

Add a few dabs of E6000 glue into a cord end and gently place one end of your braided cork length into the cord end. Hold in place
for a few minutes until dry. Repeat this step on the other side of your braided cork length and glue on your second cord end.

2. 

Open a jump ring* and slide it onto the loop on your rivoli setting. Also slide on the loop from one cord end and close. Repeat this
step on the other side of your braided cork length and attach your second cord end onto the rivoli setting via a second jump ring.

3. 

All done. Enjoy!4. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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